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Abstract: The first group to build artificial general intelligence or AGI stands to gain a significant
strategic and market advantage over competitors, so companies, universities, militaries, and other
actors have strong incentives to race to build AGI first. An AGI race would be dangerous, though,
because it would prioritize capabilities over safety and increase the risk of existential catastrophe.
A self-regulatory organization (SRO) for AGI may be able to change incentives to favor safety over
capabilities and encourage cooperation rather than racing.
Keywords: artificial general intelligence, AI policy, self-regulatory organization)

1. Introduction
The history of modern technology has often been a history of technological races. A race starts
when a new technology becomes cost-effective, then companies, states, and other actors hurry to
develop the technology in hopes of capturing market share before others can, gaining a strategic
advantage over competitors, or otherwise benefiting from a first-mover position [1]. Some notable
examples of recent technological races include races over rockets, personal computers, and DNA
sequencing [2], [3], [4]. Although most of these races have been generally beneficial for society by
quickly increasing productivity and expanding the economy, others, like races over weapons, generally
make us less safe. In particular the race to build nuclear weapons dramatically increased humanity’s
capability to extinguish itself and exposed us to new existential risks that we previously did not
face [5], [6]. This means that technological races can harm as much as they can help, and nowhere is
that more true than in the burgeoning race to build AI [7].
In particular we may be near the start of a race to build artificial general intelligence or AGI thanks
to recent advances in deep learning [8]. And unlike existing narrow AI that outperforms humans but
only on very specific tasks, AGI will be as good or better than humans at all tasks such that an AGI
could replace a human in any context [9]. The promise of replacing humans with AGI is extremely
appealing to many organizations since AGI could be cheaper, more productive, and more loyal than
humans, so the incentives to race to build the first AGI are strong [10]. Yet the very capabilities that
make AGI so compelling also make them extremely dangerous, so we may find we would have been
better off not building AGI at all if we cannot build them safely [11].
The risks of AGI have been widely discussed, but we may briefly summarize them by saying
AGI will eventually become more capable than humans, AGI may not necessarily share human values,
and so AGI may eventually act against humanity’s wishes in ways that we will be powerless to
prevent [12], [13]. This means AGI presents a new existential risk similar to but far more unwieldy than
the one created by nuclear weapons, and unlike nuclear weapons that can be controlled with relatively
prosaic methods, controlling AGI demands solving the much harder problem of value aligning an
“alien” agent [14], [15], [16]. Thus it’s especially dangerous if there is a race for AGI since it will
create incentives to build capabilities out in advance of our ability to control them due to a likely
tradeoff between capabilities and safety [17]. This all suggests that building safe AGI requires in part
resolving the coordination problem of avoiding an AGI race. To that end we consider the creation of a
self-regulatory organization for AGI to help coordinate AGI research efforts to ensure safety and avoid
a race.
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2. An SRO for AGI
Self-regulatory organizations (SROs) are non-governmental organizations (NGOs) setup by
companies and individuals in an industry to serve as voluntary regulatory bodies. Although they are
sometimes granted statutory power by governments, usually they operate as free associations that
coordinate to encourage participation by actors in their industries, often by shunning those who do
not participate and conferring benefits to those that do [18]. They are especially common in industries
where there is either a potentially adversarial relationship with society, like advertising and arms, or a
safety concern, like medicine and engineering [19]. Briefly reviewing the form and function of some
existing SROs:
• TrustArc (formerly TRUSTe) has long provided voluntary certification services to web and
e-commerce companies to help them assure the public that they are following best practices that
allow consumers to protect their privacy. TrustArc has been successful enough to, outside the
EU, keep governments from much regulating online privacy issues [20].
• The US Green Building Council offers multiple levels of LEED certification to provide both targets
and proof to the public that real estate developers are protecting environmental commons [21].
Changes in building practices necessary to meet LEED certification appear to save between 10%
and 20% on operating costs and improve health outcomes for users of LEED certified buildings
[22], [23], [24].
• The European Advertising Standards Alliance and the International Council for Ad
Self-Regulation encourage advertisers to self-regulate and adopt voluntary standards that benefit
the public to avoid the imposition of potentially less favorable and more fractured governmental
ad regulation [25]. Self-regulation in the advertising space has been successful enough to produce
a trend in replacing government regulation with self-regulation [26], [27].
• The American Medical Association, the American Bar Association, the National Society of
Professional Engineers, and the National Association of Realtors are SROs that function as de
facto official regulators of their industries in the United States. They act to ensure doctors,
lawyers, engineers, and realtors, respectively, follow practices that serve the public interest in the
absence of more comprehensive government regulation [28]. Opinions on whether or not this
sort of self-regulation has proven successful is still an open question being explored [29].
• Although governments have progressively taken a stronger hand in financial regulation over the
past 100 years, many segments of the financial industry rely in part on SROs to shape their actions
and avoid unwanted legislative regulation [30]. However financial self-regulation is seen to have
failed to adequately serve the public interest since the 2008 financial crises so self-regulation is
increasingly being replaced by government regulation in this sector [31].
Currently computer programmers, data scientists, and other IT professionals are largely
unregulated except insofar as their work touches other regulated industries [32]. There are professional
associations like the IEEE and ACM and best-practice frameworks like ITIL, but otherwise there
are no SROs overseeing the work of companies and researchers pursuing either narrow AI or AGI.
Further, membership in these organizations is unpopular outside academia because among their
intended constituency there is a perception that these organizations offer little value to members [33].
Yet as outlined above narrow AI and especially AGI are areas where there are many incentives to
build capabilities that may unwittingly violate societal preferences and damage the public commons.
Consequently, there may be reason to form an AGI SRO, but if it is to succeed at helping AGI researchers
coordinate on safety it must be sure to overcome the obstacles preventing these same professionals
from working with other SROs.
SROs are generally successful when there exist pressures that encourage a profession to
self-regulate as in the cases of e-commerce, advertising, and finance where the public might pressure
governments for more regulation if members of those professions fail to respect public interests [19].
In these cases professionals see clear reasons to join SROs in order to take control of coordinating their
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own behavior to avoid regulation rather than allowing governments to do it for them, often at greater
cost and with less efficiency [34]. This also encourages SROs to act sufficiently in the public interest
as to avoid being replaced by government regulation. Thus it seems that forming an AGI SRO that
attracts relevant members hinges on the threat of external regulation of AGI and related technologies.
Despite evidence cited in the introduction about the risks of AGI, the public is currently mostly worried
about near-term risks from narrow AI such as algorithmic bias rather than existential threats and is not
pressuring lawmakers to regulate AI or AGI research, so the present environment does not appear
favorable for an AGI SRO to successfully attract membership [35]. Nonetheless, the history of similar
technological developments suggests this will change in the near future, so considering the creation of
an SRO for AGI now is likely worthwhile so that it is prepared to act when conditions are ripe for its
success [36].
Despite the present lack of incentives to create an AGI SRO, we may still consider the case for one
contingent on political conditions changing such that creating and joining one becomes appealing to
AGI researchers. Some reasons in favor under these coditions:
• An SRO could offer certification of safety and alignment efforts being taken by AGI researchers.
• An SRO may be well positioned to reduce the risk of an AGI race by coordinating efforts that
would otherwise result in competition.
• An SRO could encourage AGI safety in industry and academia while being politically neutral
(not tied to a single university, company, or nation).
• An SRO may allow AGI safety experts to manage the industry rather than letting it fall to other
actors who may be less qualified or have different concerns that do not as strongly include
prevention of existential risks.
• An SRO could act as a “clearinghouse” for AGI safety research funding.
• An SRO could give greater legitimacy to prioritizing AGI safety efforts among capabilities
researchers.
Some reasons against:
• An SRO might form a de facto “guild” and keep out qualified researchers.
• An SRO could create the appearance that more is being done than really is and thus disincentivize
safety research.
• An SRO could relatedly promote the wrong incentives and actually result in less safe AGI.
• An SRO might divert funding and effort from technical research in AGI safety.
On the whole this suggests an SRO for AGI would be net positive so long as it were well managed,
focused on promoting safety, and responsive to developments in AGI safety research. An AGI SRO
might model itself on The Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists, an SRO and journal that was founded by
Manhattan Project scientists who were uncomfortable with the ethical consequences of their work
[37]. That organization has proved successful in coordinating activity among scientists to avoid
unnecessarily increasing the risk of existential catastrophe, informing government regulations and
international treaties, and increasing public engagement with concerns about dangerous technologies
[38]. However an AGI SRO would be different than The Bulletin in that it would need to form absent a
major AGI catastrophe since such an event would likely result in human extinction, and there are much
stronger economic incentives to develop AGI in addition to the normal weaponization incentives of
other dangerous technologies that mean an AGI SRO would need to coordinate with businesses in
additions to state actors. This last point is worth considering in further detail since it is not present
for similar organizations like The Bulletin, as an AGI SRO may offer a way to avoid an AGI race by
changing incentives to avoid the game theoretic equilibriums that cause races.
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Company A
First
Last
First
(87.5, 87.5) (−585, 175)
Company B
Last (175, −585)
(87.5, 87.5)
Table 1. Payout matrix for competing to build AGI
Company A
Races
Cooperates
Races
(87.5, 87.5) (−585, 175)
Company B
Cooperates (175, −585)
(87.5, 87.5)
Table 2. Payout matrix for AGI race game

3. Using an SRO to Reduce AGI Race Risks
To better illustrate the need for an SRO or another intervention to reduce the risk of an AGI race,
we consider here a simplified economic model of AGI development. Although this model ignores
many of the complexities that exist in the real world, it highlights the coordination problems associated
with the development of technologies with both large risks and large financial payoffs. To the greatest
extent possible this model is based on expert expectations about the market for AGI and current world
economic data.
Since AGI will allow the replacement of human labor in advanced economies, we estimate the
total size of the market for AGI to be worth at least $38 billion per year in 2018 US dollars based on a
cumulative GDP of $64 billion for G20 countries in 2018 and a labor share of approximately 60% in
those same countries [39]. Assuming a 20-year patent-based monopoly granted to the first company to
build AGI, this places the total value of developing AGI at $760 billion. Given a 30% rate of return
on research and development based on the average return on investment on similar technological
developments, we can then estimate the cost of developing AGI to be approximately $585 billion [40].
This yields a potential profit of $175 billion for the first company to develop AGI.
Suppose that there are two entities trying to build AGI — company A and company B. Both
invest the estimated $585 billion to develop AGI. If one company builds AGI first, based on the use of
patents and other first-mover advantages we assume that company captures all available value in the
AGI market [41]. If the companies tie, though, they split the market and each earn $87.5 billion. This
scenario yields the the payout matrix in Table 1.
The scenario is symmetric, the expected value of trying to win is 0.5(−585) + 0.5(175) = −205,
the expected value of tying is 0.5(87.5) + 0.5(87.5) = 87.5, and the expected value of competing
is 0.25(87.5) + 0.25(87.5) + 0.25(−585) + 0.25(175) = −58.75, thus companies A and B should prefer
to tie. Therefore we should expect companies A and B to cooperate and as a consequence be able to
focus more on safety, but coordinating to tie immediately creates a game where each company must
choose whether to honestly cooperate or pretend to cooperate and race in secret [42]. If both race or
both cooperate their expected values remain unchanged, but if one races and the other cooperates then
the racer stands to win at the expense of the cooperator. The payout matrix for this game is given in
Table 2.
We see that the AI race game is symmetric, the expected value of racing is 0.5(87.5) + 0.5(175) =
131.25, and the expected value of cooperating is 0.5(−585) + 0.5(87.5) = −248.75, so it seems both
companies should be inclined to race lest they lose by cooperating when the other company races,
and an easy way to get ahead in the race is to ignore safety in favor of capabilities. What this game
ignores, of course, is the large externalities imposed upon humanity by the development of unsafe
AGI, especially the negative externalities of ignoring safety [43]. If we were to incorporate both the
large, positive expected value of developing safe AGI that might be developed in the cooperate-only
case and the large, negative expected value of developing unsafe AGI in the race cases, the payout
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Company A
Races Cooperates
Races
−∞
−∞
Company B
Cooperates
−∞
∞
Table 3. Payout matrix for AGI race game with externalities

matrix for the game would more resemble that given in Table 3, making clear that the incentives in the
race game are poorly aligned with the interests of humanity.
In order to encourage both companies to cooperate and thus be more likely to build safe AGI
we want to look for interventions that transform the payout matrix of the game so that it more
resembles Table 3 with externalities included and less resembles Table 2 where they are ignored. Many
options are possible and some are explored elsewhere in this special issue, but one way to change the
equilibrium of the AGI race game would be with an SRO for AGI which could impose externalities on
the companies by various methods including:
•
•
•
•
•

inspections to demonstrate to each company that the other is cooperating
contractual financial penalties that would offset any gains from defecting
social sanctions via public outreach that would reduce gains from defecting
sharing discoveries between companies
required shutdown of any uncooperatively built AGI

In our simplified model we need penalties worth in excess of $380 billion imposed on companies
that race to make them prefer to cooperate, which in the real world would likely require the combination
of several strategies to make sure the bar is cleared even if one or several sources of penalties fail, as
they often do because of to failures of impose sufficient oversight or successfully bring legal, police,
or military force to bear [44], [45], [46], [47]. Some of these strategies may also require enforcement
by state actors, which further complicates the situation since militaries may also be participating in
the race, and suggests an SRO may be insufficient to prevent an AGI race unless it is partnered with
an intergovernmental organization, such as the United Nations [48]. That said a more traditional
SRO could act faster with fewer political entanglements, so there seems to be space for both an SRO
focused on industrial and academic AGI research and an intergovernmental organization working in
collaboration with it to adjust the incentives of state actors [34].
The key takeaway of this analysis is that even if an SRO is not the best way to modify the
equilibrium of the AGI race, there is a need for some organization to impose externalities that reduce
the chance of an AGI race by making it less appealing than when externalities can be ignored. SROs
provide a clear template for this sort of organization, though addressing the AGI race specifically may
require innovative policy solutions outside of those normally taken by SROs. An SRO for AGI thus
stands likely to be a key component in avoiding an AGI race if it is willing to evolve in ways that help
it address the issue.
4. Conclusion
An SRO for AGI is likely valuable, and may be particularly helpful in counteracting the incentives
to race to develop AGI, however public opinion does not currently incentivize the creation of an SRO
so if one were created now it may not succeed at attracting members. The Bulletin of the Atomic
Scientists might reasonably expand their focus to serve as an AGI SRO in the future, but if not there are
several organizations that are already positioned to take on an SRO role if they so chose. They include:
•
•
•
•
•

Partnership on AI
Centre for the Study of Existential Risk
World Economic Forum Council on AI and Robotics
International Telecommunications Union
Future of Life Institute
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•
•
•
•
•

Future of Humanity Institute
Leverhulme Center for the Future of Intelligence
Machine Intelligence Research Institute
Center for Human-Compatible AI
Center for Safety And Reliability of Autonomous Systems

If none of these groups wish to take on the task then creating an SRO for AGI is likely a neglected
cause for those concerned about the existential risks posed by AGI. It is the recommendation of the
present work that either an existing organization or a new one take up the task of planning to serve as
an SRO for AGI when conditions change to support the existence of one so as to reduce the risk of an
AGI race and otherwise foster safety in AGI research.
Funding: This research received no external funding, however an earlier version of this work intended for a
general audience was awarded $2000 in the “Solving The AI Race” portion of GoodAI’s General AI Challenge
[49], [50].
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